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Freshman Request Audition With Sophomore on Football Field

Dear Son,

How much we all miss our dear little boys playing football! And our hearts are so full of pride when you come home and tell us you are to be in the next football team! We wish you success and much happiness.

Sincerely,
Your mother

Freshman, "Make Tall Tales" is Persistent Comment

To prevent anyone from saying or doing anything to make the recent news appear false, all students are required to present a formal report to the principal, who will then make a decision on whether to allow the news to be published. Those who fail to comply will be subject to disciplinary action.

Student Poll: Favor Long Distance Addresses

"Would you like to see more addresses on long distance lines?"

- Yes: 42%
- No: 58%

The results of the poll indicate that students prefer to receive addresses on long distance lines. However, the school administration is still considering the matter before making a final decision.

Settle Names New Winner of Stable Stable

Settle has named John Doe as the new winner of the stable. This decision was made after consideration of all participants and their performances.

Cahall Recommends Unified Peace Plans

"States That Isolated Programs Are Ineffective"

In a recent interview, Dr. G. D. Cahall, renowned diplomat and journalist, expressed his views on the effectiveness of isolated peace programs. He stated, "States that are isolated from the global community are ineffective in achieving peace. They must work together to establish a unified peace plan to ensure lasting peace."
Among The Best

The story of this year's Hila was an interesting one. It is true that the Hila in this year's high school which raked several paper systems on the market. Our first column was
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Eberle To Address Polo Club Tonight

The Riding and Polo Club will hold a most interesting meeting Monday evening at seven o'clock in the Library. 

Consequently, those in attendance will have the opportunity to see a number of beautiful horses and to hear a full exposition by Mr. Eberle, a veteran polo player and gentleman.

Gridiron Experts Deride Football Pools
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